AKED GUN

By BOB MARTELLO

FINAL DRAFT FANS of the Airplane movie series and of the Police Squad television series can recreate their interest in the entertainment industry. The same creative teams behind both of these unique projects are back with their new film Aided Gun, an all-star cast headed by Leslie Nielsen, Priscilla Presley, and Rick Moranis. Directed by Leslie Nielsen, Priscilla Presley, and Rick Moranis. Opened today at Cinema 57 and Harvard Square Theaters.

Aid Gun stars Nielsen, Presley, and Moranis in a collection of all-star casts, re-creating and re-enacting roles from Airplane II, Private Lessons, The Bamboos, Newdor, Phil Collins, and Michael Jackson. Nielsen achieved his early fame in the 1970's with his role as Mr. Roarke in Fantasy Island, Presley's career is defined by the iconic figure of Elvis Presley, and Moranis is known for his role as the ever-funny Mr. Tugboat in The New Adventures of Old Superman.

The film's plot is centered around a group of unlikely and hilarious characters who find themselves involved in a series of comedic situations, much like the films they were a part of. Nielsen, Presley, and Moranis' performances are reminiscent of their previous roles, and the audience can expect to see familiar faces from their previous projects.

Despite the film's reliance on past tropes and familiar characters, Aid Gun manages to deliver a fresh and entertaining experience. Nielsen, Presley, and Moranis' chemistry on screen is evident, and their comedic timing is spot on. The film's jokes are well-timed and delivered with a sense of humor that keeps the audience engaged.

In conclusion, Aid Gun is a charming and enjoyable addition to the Airplane and Police Squad series. Nielsen, Presley, and Moranis deliver standout performances, and the film's plot is a clever homage to their previous work. Whether you're a fan of Nielsen, Presley, or Moranis, or simply enjoy a good laugh, Aid Gun is a film not to be missed.